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A woman surveys the work of a graffiti artist, who has painted the words "Foreign Agent" on the side of a
building.

The Zhenshchiny Dona foundation — an NGO that defends children’s rights in Russia's
southern Rostov region — has been accused of non-compliance with the country's “foreign
agents” law.

A criminal case has been opened against it, the RBC news agency reported Tuesday. It is the
first criminal case launched against an NGO declared a foreign agent.

The foreign agents law was passed in 2012. It obliges NGOs that receive funding from abroad
and engage in loosely defined political activities to register as “foreign agents,” which leads
to additional scrutiny and inspections by the authorities.

Consequently, a number of NGOs have shut down, not willing to work under the label that has
had espionage connotations since Soviet times. Others gave up foreign funding and went
bankrupt. There are now more than 80 NGOs listed as foreign agents in Russia.



The Zhenshchiny Dona foundation was created in 2013 and shares the name with another
union.

Foundation head Valentina Cherevatenko had "criminal intentions" when she founded it,
intentionally not declaring foreign funding — a total of 3 million rubles ($465,000) — from
the German Heinrich Boell foundation, according to the prosecution.

Cherevatenko denies the accusations and says that her foundation has not received any
foreign money recently. She attributes the sudden crackdown to the foundation's
"Grazhdansky Minsk" project, aimed at ensuring the implementation of the Minsk
Agreements.

“They are trying to accuse us of things which we are not doing,” she told RBC. Cherevatenko
added that the union of the same name, which is also participating in the project, is no longer
on the list of “foreign agents,” but the foundation is.

Authorities started searching the offices of Zhenshchiny Dona on June 24.
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